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Student · To Help Select 
U--Wide President 
On the front page of last 
week's Miner a brief explanation 
of the process used to select a 
new university president was 
printed. After each of the four 
Campus Search Committees 
have completed their task by 
January 1, 1977, a Screening 
Committee will be formed. The 
Screening Committee will be 
structured as follows: A 
Presidential Screening Com-
mittee of 12 members shall be 
composed of one faculty 
member selected by each 
campus faculty governing body, 
one faculty member selected by 
the Intercampus Faculty 
Council , one dean from each 
campus selected by the chan-
cellor, one person from the 
central administration selected 
by the Board of Curators, one 
student selected by the 
presidents of ' the campus 
student governments, and one 
non-academic representative 
selected by the chancellors. The 
committee stall elect a chair 
person . From nominations 
submitted by the Campus 
Search Committees , the 
Screening Committee shall 
obtain from secondary sources 
- not from interviews with the 
nominees themselves 
detailed information on the 
abi lity and character of 
nominees. Teams of two or 
three committee members 
might be assigned to visit the 
home base of prospective 
candidates. The Screening 
Committee' shall forward to the 
Selection Committee no later 
than March 1, 1977 information 
on not less than five and not 
more than eight candidates for 
the president of the University 
of Missouri. 
The student for this position 
will be selected by the four 
student body presidents ·from 
the UM campuses. At this point 
Energy Conf~rence 
a Success 
By BRUCE SCHALLER 
MINER NEWS EDITOR 
Last weeks Missouri 
each of the four student body 
presidents are taking ap-
plications from students on 
their campuses. From the 
applications received , two 
applicants will be taken from 
eac h campus and the one 
student to serve on the com-
mittee will be chosen from these 
eight applicants . 
If you are interested in this 
responsible position you can 
pick up an application at the 
Student Council office, room 202 
of the' Old Student Union bet-
ween 2: 00-4 : 00 p.m. Monday 
thru Friday. The application 
will be due back in the· Student 
Council office by 4:00 p.m. on 
Friday, Nov. 5. 
Energy Conference drew ar. 
estimated 600 businessmen, 
scientists, engineers, faculty 
and students to the UMR 
campus for two and one half 
days of semi-formal exchange 
of ideas . The conference was 
highlighted by a keynote ad-
dress given by Missouri 
Governor Christopher "Kit" · 
Bond. 
energy and the environment, 
nuclear power, bioconversion, 
and building energy usage. 
The original plan was to have 
a Selection Committee as the 
next step after the Screening 
Committee. The Selection 
Committee was to be composed 
of three members of the Board 
of Curators selected by the 
president of the board, one 
faculty member sell!cted by and 
from the Screening Committee, 
one dean selected by and from 
the Screening Committee, and 
one alumnus selected by the 
Alumni Allial)ce . However, in 
last Friday 's Board of Curators 
meeting it was moved and 
approved to allow a student to 
serve on this committee also. 
The student must be carrying 12 
credit hours next semester and 
have a cummulative grade 
point average of 3.00. Further 
details will be given and ap-
plications taken for the 
Selection Committee early next 
semester. 
Bond delivers key note address at Energy Conference 
The theme of this years' 
conference was "Energy Crisis-
An Evaluation of Our Resource 
Potential. " The purpose of the 
conference was to provine 
social scientists, scientists and 
engineers a means for rapid 
communications of their most 
recent research and studies in 
the field of energy, and to offer 
solutions to energy related 
problems of interest to local 
governments, industry, 
business , and the general 
public. Representatives from 36 
states and 4 foreign countries 
presented 124 technical papers 
in 23 separate phases of the 
energy field, including: Energy 
ex p lor a t ion, en ern 
management, wind and solar 
energy, chemical energy , 
alternate energy sources-policy 
analysis , international aspects 
of the energy question, material 
and human resources limits, 
Next years ' Energy Con-
ference will be held Oct. .11, 12, 
and 13, 1977. The theme will be 
"Energy Crisis - Where do we 
go from here? " 
Tonight's The Night 
Fund raising projects are a 
dime a dozen , especially on a 
college campus. Every 
organization is trying to make . 
money for their own private 
interests , and who can blame 
them in this time of tight 
money. Some of the causes are 
naturally better than others, 
however. 
Theta Tau, as other 
organizations, works to raise 
money throughout the school 
year, with the cooperation of the 
UMR students. None of the 
money raised goes toward 
Theta Tau . In the past years, 
Theta Tau has used revenue 
collected fro.m projeets each 
year help needy groups, 
organizations, and individuals 
in the Rolla and Phelps County 
area. Many lives have been 
made a little easier by the 
contributions, and UMR 's 
community related have been 
greatly increased. 
Theta Tau picks the areas to 
which funds are allocated 
through their contacts with 
various agencies which depend 
on contributions to function and 
through special requests from 
individuals and students. Just 
last year, for instance Theta 
Tau was able to contribute $2300 
toward the building of a private 
hospital room in Phelps County 
Hospital, another $1050 was 
spent on the purchase of special 
hospital machines , $1400 went 
toward the purchase of an 
electric wheelchair for a young 
Rolla boy , and $1600 was con-
tributed toward the medical 
costs incurred by a young Rolla 
man stricken with leukemia. 
These are just several exam-
ples of how the money is being 
spen~; these and many other 
people using the funds or the 
facilities purchased by the 
funds are very grateful. 
This year, Theta Tau is 
starting toward their goal with 
a new project. This is the best 
type of fund raising project 
because everyone benefits. In 
addition to the annual Casino 
Night held every year during St. 
Pat 's, each fall there will be a 
Disco Night. The first Disco 
Night will be held this year at 
the Armory and will last from 
9:00 to 1:00. For a mere $2.00 
donation in advance (available 
all day today in the Student 
Union or from any Theta Tau 
member ) or $2.50 at the door, 
you will be entertained with all 
the sounds of the seventies (a 
professional disc jockey and 
equipment will come from 
Springfield) , all of your fovorite 
beverages you can drink, free of 
charge, and one of the best 
. times seen yet in Rolla . It's a 
whole night for the price of a 
cover charge in any bar in the 
big cities , so make sure that you 
a ren 't the only one not there. 
Also, for all you men and 
women who need a few extra 
points with your date this 
weekend (and who doesn't), 
Theta Tau is again selling 
mums. One dollar is the price, a 
mere pittance for the joy you 
can bring to the hearts of 
mothers, fathers, girl or boy 
friends, grandmothers, 
teachers, people you owe money 
to , etc. So don't forget to get 
your mums and help a gOOd 
cause. 
Combining these two projects 
with the already established 
Casino Night and Ugly Man 
projects, Theta Tau and the 
students of UMR can help more 
people and causes than ever 
before. 
So remember , help us help 
Rolla. 
Bul/board 
Notices to appea r ,n Bullboard should be typed and 
deposited in the NOI Ih door of the Miner office in Bldg. 
T· l by 10 :00 p.m . Sunday . This will assure publication 
in the next edition of the Miner . 
GDIDANCE 
G.D.I. will be holding a dance on Saturday, Oct. 23, _ 
of homecoming weekend. The dance will be at the 
Armory with music by "Sweet Poison" from 9: 30 to 
12:30. Admission is free for members and $1.50 single 
or $2.00 per couple. Memberships will be available at 
the door. 
GDI BBQ 
G.D.I. will hold a BBQ on Friday afternoon of 
homecoming party weekend from 1 until 6 at Uons 
Park. Come on-Gut and enjoy hamburgers for 40 cents. 
Admission, which includes all of your favorite 
beverages, is $1 for members and $2 for non-members. 
Memberships will be available at the BBQ. 
ST. PAT's PARADE 
FLOAT THEME 
The St. Pat's Parade Float Theme for the 1977 
parade is THE WILD, WILD WEST. Only the first 12 
typed descriptive entries will be accepted. For in-
formation, or to submit entries, contact Ed Banovic at 
Phi Kappa Theta. 
PINBALL TOURNAMENT 
On Thursday, Nov. 4th, at 6 p .m ., the Indoor 
Recreation Committee of the Student Union Board will 
sponsor a Pinball Tournament, to be held in the New 
Student Union. Entry deadline is Nov. 2, and you may 
sign up on the poster · in the New Student Union. 
Trophies will be awarded for first and second place 
finishers. Any questions, contact Larry Wuerz at 364-
8577. 
AICHE 
A meeting of the American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers will be held on Wednesday October 27. 
Speaker will be Mr . Charles L. Snyder of Sherwin 
Williams Paint. Mr. Snyder is a chemical engineer in 
manufacturing, and also the zinc area supervisor. 
Refreshments will be served following the meeting. 
UMR RADIO CLUB 
The next meeting of the UMR Amateur Radio Club 
will be in Room 101 EE at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, October 
28. Visitors are welcome. 
The Radio Club is again providing its free message 
service to all UMR students this year. Students 
desiring to send a message anywhere via amateur 
radio may place them in the WOEEE Traffic Box 
outside the St. Pat's Ballroom where they will be 
picked up daily and transmitted over the club station. 
CHEMISTRY HELP SESSIONS 
Alpha Chi Sigma Professional Chemistry Fraternity 
are sponsoring help sessions in chemistry every 
Tuesday and Thursday from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00p.m. in 
room 140 in the New Chemistry building. 
TRAP AN 0 SKE ET CLUB 
The UMR Trap and Skeet Club will host the Fourth 
Annua I Missouri Collegiate Trap and Skeet Tour-
nament Homecoming weekend at J.T. Harris Trap 
and Skeet Range here in Rolla. Qualifying rounds 
must be shot Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. The 
tournament will begin Saturday morning at 8. 
For more information , call Jake Stevens at 341-4481 
or Charles Sidebottom at 341 -3700. 
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BALLOON RIDES 
The AIAA will sponsor balloon rides this Thursday. 
Oct 21 on the Athletic field at 4 p.m. The cost is a mere 
S2 a person. Tickets are available in the Union a head 
of time. 
ORDER OF ENGINEER 
Applications for the Order of the Engineer 
ceremony to be held November 16 and 17 are available 
for graduating seniors at the ·office of the Dean of 
Engineering, Room 101 Engineering Research 
Building. 
PREREGISTRATION 
Preregistration for students now enrolled in school 
who wil be returning for the 1977 spring semelter will 
start November 1 and end November 5th. For further 
information see the instructions available in the 
Registrar's Office October 28th. All who will be 
returning in the spring should preregister regardless 
of mid-semester grades. 
UMR SCUBA CLUB 
Come to our gathering on Tues., (10-26-76) at 8 p.m. 
in Room 120 ME. This will be your last chance to order 
a genuine Scuba Club T-shirt. Various discussions will 
take place and a program pertaining to your 
knowledge of diving will be implemented. Come one-
come all! 
TOALL ::NGINEERING MAJORS 
N.S.P . E. (National Society of Professional 
Engineers) will hold its next meeting on Wed., Oct. 27, 
at 7 p.m . in the ME Aud. Tom Zurhiede of Zurhiede -
Herman will give a talk. New membership will be 
taken . 
PIE-EATING CONTEST 
The third annual pie-eating contest will be held 
during halftime of the homecoming football game 
October 23. Win the traveling trophy for your 
organization by consuming three pies the fastest! The 
S5.00 entry fee supports the band honoraries KKY and 
TBS: Call Steve Partney at 364-9783. Deadline Oct. 20. 
NOTARY PUBLIC AVAILABLE 
The secretaries in Rooms 101 and 102 Parker Hall will 
be happy to notarile Absentee Ballots for any student. 
THE ENGINEER AS WRITER 
English 201, a new course offer red this spring entitled 
"The Engineer As Writer" will be a great way for 
engineering students to pick up humanities credit. 
Check the spring schedule of classes. 
DISCOTEA 
UMR Eating Clubs will sponsor a Disco Tea this 
Friday, October 22. $2.00 will get you all you drink plus 
the best music in town. The aood times will start at 
8:00 p.m., so be there! At TEC Club across from E.E. 
ROCK CLIMBING 
A lecture sponsored by the Student Council Free 
University Committee on Rock climbing will be held 
Wed . October 27th at 7:00 p.m . in the Mark Twain 
Room of the University Center. Prof. Whitty will give 





There are currently four 
vacant rooms on the second 
floor of Student Personnel, 
building T-26. These rooms have 
been approved to be used as 
offices by student 
organizations. 
Any organization that feels it 
has a need for an office must 
write a letter of request 
specifying those ·needs. All of 
the requests will be reviewed 
and assignments made by a 
committee consisting of 
members of the Student 
Organizations committee of the 
Student Council and two 
members from the Student 
Personnel Office . 
Requests must be submitted 
to the Student Council Office, 
Rm 202, Old Student Union by 




This weekend the UMR Trap 
and Skeet Club will host the 
Fourth Annual Missouri 
Collegiate Trap and Skeet 
Tournament. 
The UMR club has had the 
first place team in Trap two of 
the three years, while boasting 
a clean sweep ·in the Skeet 
category. Teams from all 
across the state will be here to 
try to break UMR's string of 
victories. 
Qualifying rounds will be shot 
Wednesday, Thursday , · and 
Friday afternoons, and the 
tournament gets under way 
Saturday morning at 8:00. 
Bisplinghoff 
Participates in 
Space Hall of Fame 
Dr. Raymond L. Bisplinghoff, 
chancellor of the University or ·-
Missouri-Rolla, was one of the 
participants in the International 
Space Hall of Fame dedication 
ceremonies which took place 
Saturday, . Oct. 9, in 
Alamogordo, N.M. 
The chancellor was master of 
ceremonies at the dedication 
banquet and introduced the 
main speaker, Dr. Thomas 
Paine, former administrator of 
NASA. 
During the past week, the 
Internalional Academy of 
Astronautics has held a week-
long conference in con iunction 
';ith the Space Hall of Fame 
dedication . Dr . Bisplinghoff 
also was leader of a seminar on 
" Engineering in Space Flight" 
during the conference. 
Thursday, October 21, 1976 
Alumni To Be Honored 
At HomecOming 
The MSM-UMR Alumni 
Association will honor 12 in-
dividuals at its annual awards 
banquet, held as a part of the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
homecoming activities 
Saturday, Oct. 23. 
Honorees are selected for the 
awards by an anonymous 
committee of alumni and will 
receive plaques in token of this 
recognition. 
The association's 
achievement award is 
presented for outstanding 
service in the areas of business,_ 
academic accomplishments of 
achievement and-or recognition 
of civic or professional ac-
tivities. Those receiving this 
award are: Donnell W. Dutton, 
'35, professor of aerospace 
engineering at Georgia Institute 
of Technology, Atlanta; Sidney 
Green, '59, president of Terra 
Tek, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah; 
William D. Kent, '43, president 
of Reading & Bates Drilling Co., 
Houston, Tex., and Fred S. 
Kummer, '55, president of HBE 
Corp., St. Louis. 
Service awards are given for 
outstanding contri butions to the 
University of the alumni 
association. This year's 
awardees in the service area 
are: William Brewer, '32, 
Cincinnati, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (retired); A. Vern 
Kilpatrick , emeritus professor 
of mechanical engineering, 
UMR, Rolla; Mark B. Layne, 
' 28, Higginsville , Partner 
(retired) in Layne-Riddle 
Engineers, Inc., and W. Robert 
Riggs, '32, manager (retired) 
Harvey, Ill., Technical Center 
of Atlantic Richfield Oil Co. 
Merit awards are given for 
service to the University or 
association or to faculty 
members for outstanding ac-
complishments in teaching, 
research, recognition by 
professional organizations or 
for outstanding service to the 
University or association. 
Those receiving Merit Awards 
are: jack R. Bodine, executive 
vice president of Bodine 
Aluminum, Inc., St. Louis; "Roy 
A. Lindgren, '23, Oak Lawn, 
Ill., general manager (retired) 
Steel Division of International 
Harvester; Vernon W. Rieke, 
'40, chief environmental 
engineer of the - Aluminum 
Company of America (ALCOA), 
Pittsburgh, Pa., and Jal11es H. 
Tracey, professor of electrical 





The Soviet Union launched a SoyUZ spacecraft with two 
cosmonauts aooard hopinB to rendezvous with orbiting research 
station Salyut SS. 
Fidel Castro announced Cuba is denouncing a 3-year-old 
agreement with the U.S. against highjacking. Castro apparently 
felt there was some American involvement in a crash of a Cuban 
passenger plane off the coast of Barbodos, killing 73. 
Syrians and Palestinians continued fighting as the battle for 
Lebanon rages. 
No 1976 Nobel Peace 'Prize was awarded this year, after the 
qualifications fo the 50 candidates were reviewed. 
There is turmoil in China as many -'Chinese workers call for the 
punishmentof Mao Tse-Tung's widow and three radical cohorts 
who allegedly were plotting a coup against China's new leader 
Hua Kuo-feng. 
Iowa State, Oklahoma, Nebraska and Colorado won inter-con-
ference battles in the Big Eight this weekend as Mizzou's loss 
drops them out of the top ten. The fighting Tigers will meet the 
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Occupational 
ignoramosity 
Third in a series by Newell 
Brown, Director of Career 
Services, Princeton ' University. 
"SENIOR YEAR'S TIME 
ENOUGH TO GET BUSY 
DECIDING WHAT NEXT. 
RIGHT NOW I'VE GOT TOO 
MANY OTHER IRONS IN THE 
FIRE." 
The best commentary you can 
get on this one is from your 
senior friends who entered their 
senior year undecided as to the 
next step . Quite a few use the 
word Hpanic" . Not a surprising 
emotion when , after 15 years of 
playing the familiar role of 
student, one focuses for the first 
time on the fact that a few 
months hence (unless grad 
school is a clear and certain 
path) it's going to be a whole 
new ball game. The possibility 
of senior panic is generally in-
versely related to the amount of 
thought given to the hereafter 
before the senior. 
"I'M ON A BIG 
SCHOLARSHIP AND A 
BIGGER LOAN WHICH I'LL 
HAVE TO START REPAYING 
SOON AFTER I GET OUT. 
THAT KIND OF RULES OUT 
GRAD SCHOOL, WHICH IS 
TOO BAD, BECAUSE 
EVERYONE SEEMS TO 
THINK YOU HAVE TO GO TO 
GRAD SCHOOL TO GET 
ANYWHERE." 
Lots of angles to this one. It's 
true that in the future most 
people who get to the top , 
whatever they.'re doing, will 
have had additional education 
beyond college - on the job 
expe-rience won 't usually give 
them all they need to know. 
Continuing education of some 
sort will be a must for many in 
our technological world. 
Without it , there 's a risk of 
becoming occupationally ob-
solete . But the schooling doesn 't 
necessarily have to be taken in 
year sized bites or in academic 
settings . Programs at night, on 
weekends , or in the summer -
often company training 
programs, too - can do the 
trick. A quarter of the nation 's 
lawyers got their degrees while 
working full time. And often 
their employers helped pay the 
costs . Further, a variety of 
financial aids is available to 
graduate students and more 
and more, these will be granted 
on the basis of need. Finally, 
many graduate schools prefer 
applicants who 've been- "out" 
for two or three years. 
"I'M GOING TO GET OUT 
OF ENGINEERING. THE 




ADVANCED DEGREES ARE 
POUNDING THE PAVEMENT 
THESE DAYS." 
The boom market for 
scientists and engineers of the 
1960's especially those with a 
master's and doctor's degree 
who are theoretically oriented 
- is a thing of the past, perhaps 
permanently. However, a 
strong market, with some 
fluctuations , remains and will 
continue indefinitely . 
Technological advance and 
population growth, among other 
things, assure it. Good men and 
women are and will be in 
demand. The mediocre will find 
a "job" . The weak may be in 
trouble. 
"WHEN CAME TO 
COLLEGE, I PLANNED TO 
MAJOR IN BUSINESS. I LIKE 
THE BUSINESS COURSE I'VE 
TAKEN SO FAR, BUT NOW 
I'VE DECIDED I DON'T 
WANT TO WORK IN 
BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY. I 
THINK I'LL SWITCH TO 
SOCIAL SCIENCES OR 
SOMETHING SO I CAN GET 
INTO SOME OTHER KIND OF 
WORK." 
Most business majors go into 
business (in the sense of profit-
making enterprise) as do most 
other non-education majors. 
That's where most of the jobs 
are and will be for a long time to 
come . But graduate schools in 
most professions welcome an 
able business major - and 
straight out of college. So do 
educational, governmental, and 
non-profit institutions like 
hospitals and the Red Cross. 
And the United States State 
Department, would you believe 
it , has been bea ting the bushes 
for Foreign Service Officer 
candidates who want to 
specialize in business ad-
ministration . 
"THE WAY TO GET IN-
VOLVED IN URBAN OR 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROB-
LEMS AFTER COLLEGE IS 
TO TAKE AS MANY COURSES 
AS YOU CAl. AT COLLEGE IN 
ALL THE RELEVANT SUB-
JECTS." 
Such an over-all but 
necessarily superficial com-
prehension of the problems will 
probably get you nowhere. 
Governmental and other 
organizations in these fields are 
looking for people who know 
their stuff in one or another of 
the relevant disciplines,. usually 
at the graduate degree level. To 
become one day, an en-
vironmental or urban generalist 
you will have to start as a 
trained architect or economist 
or ecologist or social worker or 
biologist or geologist or political 
scientist or master of city 
planning or demographer or 
publicist or professional in 
some other pertinent area. 
I'D LIKE TO GET INTO 
EDUCATION OR MAYBE 
GOVERNMENT. BUT LET'S 
FACE IT, I WANT TO MAKE 
ENOUGH TO LIVE WELL, 
AND I COULDN'T DO IT ON A 
TEACHER'S OR GOVERN-
MENT WORKER'S SALARY." 
Your information is dated. 
Today starting salaries in 
private enterprise and 
government, at the federal level 
and in the larger states and 
cities, are very comparable. 
And beginning teachers can 
bring home annually nearly as 
much if they work during their 
summer vacations. Further , 
government and teaching raises 
remain competitive with 
business through the first three 
or four years . At that point, of 
course, business and industry 
salaries; especially at middle 
management levels , begin to 
. pull away. But even so, people 
at toe top of the government and 
education ladder today make as 
much as many private en-
terprise vice presidents . Ask 
your placement officer for the 
figures . 
Careless Driving Increases 
Traffic fatalities are on the increase. State wide there are 53 
more fatalities recorded this year than for the same period of 
time last year . Troop I has recorded 16 more fatalities this year 
than for the same period of time last year, 34 this year compared 
to 18 last year . 
Captain A.S. Whitmer, Commanding officer of Troop I, 
Missouri State Highway Patrol at Rolla noted these 34 fatalities 
are the result of 32 fatals accidents and all but two were one 
vehicle accidents. 
Captain Whitmer went on to say : "This shows 'a definite need to 
improve our driving habits, inattention and excessive speed 
appears to be the contributing circwnstance in each of these 
accidents. Driving is a full time job and the lest bit of inattention 
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i UMR ! 
• • • • ! Homecoming ! 
• • • • • • ! 1976 ! 
• • • • 
: .. The followin~ is a. schedul~ of a~tivities taking pl~ce • 
• during the University of MIssouri-Rolla homecommg : 
• weekend Oct. 22-23. • 
• Fridav. Oct. 22 • 
• 9:00 a.m . Registration begins, St. Pat's Ballroom,. 
• University Center-West • 
: 10 :00 a.m . Board of Di rectors meeting, MSM-UMR • 
• Alumni Association • 
• 11 :00 a.m . 1951 Class recreation events-schedule : 
• available at registration desk . . • 
• 4: 00 p.m . Judging of homecommg queen candldates- • 
• Student Union Board members • 
: 5:00 p.m. Social hour, Class of 1951 only, Holi~ay Inn. 
• 5:30 p.m . Social hour, St. Pat'~Church Recreation Hall • 
• (directly north of campus), tickets necessary • 
• 7:00 p.m . M-Club Bonfire, behind football locker room, : 
• Jackling Field • 
• 9:00 p·.m . Homecoming dance sponsored by Class of • 
• 1951, St. Pat's Church Recreation Hall, tickets. 
• necessa ry • 
: 9: 00 p.m. Homecoming . dance spons~red .by Student. 
• Union Board, Centennial Hall, University Center- • 
• East, no ticketrs necessary • 
• 10:00 p.m . Queen Coronation Ceremonies, centennial: 
• Hall, University Center-East • 
• Saturday, Oct. 23 • 
: 8:00 a.m . Registration resumes, St. Pat's Ballroom, • 
• Universi ty Center-West • 
• 10:00 a.m . Dedication ceremonies, Thomas Jefferson. 
• Residence Ha II . • 
• 11 :30 a.m . Class reunion I.unc.heons, Centennial Hall, : 
• university center-East, tickets necessary-SO years. 
: (1926) and before, 1931, 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, 1961, 1966, • 
• 1971 • 
• • • • 
• Saturday, Oct. 23 • 
• Noon St. Louis section of MSM-UMR Alumni: 
• Association open house, Pub Mobile • 
: 1: 10 p.m . Pre-game contests and ceremonies,. 
• Jacklinq Field • 
• ~:30 p.m . Football, UMR Miners vs Southwest. 
• Missouri State Bears, Jackling Field • 
• 5:00p.m. Socialhour,Classof'51, Holiday Inn : 
• 6:15 p.m . Social hour, alumni, Miner Lounge, • 
• University Center-East • 
• 7:00 p.m. MSM-UMR Alumni Association Awards. 
: Banquet, Centennial Ha II, University Center-East, • 
• tickets necessa ry • 
• 8:00 p.m. Homecoming Concert, Nitty Gritty Dirt. 
• Band, Multi -Purpose Building, tickets necessary : 
• 9:00 p.m. Annual meeting, MSM-UMR Alumni. 
• Association, Centennial Hall 
: .. Further information or tickets to the individual. 
• events sponsored by a lumni may be obtained from the • 
• MSM-UMR Alumni Association office before Friday, • 
• Oct. 22, at 109 Harris Hall (phone 341-4171) or at the: 
• registration desk in the University Center-West. 
• Friday and Saturday, Oct. 22-23. • 
• Students may obtain tickets to the Homecoming. 
: Concert in the University Center-East lobby from 9 • 
• a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, Oct. 18-22, • 
• for $2 each with 1.0. card. Concert tickets may be • 
• obtained at the door Saturday, Oct. 23, for $3 each. 




'77 CUTLASS-ON DISPLAY 
CUI/ass Supreme Coupe 
CAN WE BUILD ONE FOR YOU? '17KACS-7 
ECK MOTOR CO., INC. 
OLDS-BUICK-AMC/ JEEP 
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla, Mo. 
Open 8-8 Sat. Till 4 p.m. 
UMR STUDENTS WElCOMED 
MISSOURI MINER Thursday, October 21, 1976 
·BSU Flicking 
Offered as a change of pace to 
the UMR Miner - The Baptist 
Student Union has just about 
outdone itself for homecoming. 
The B.S.U. will be "flicking" 
Saturday night. Starting at 9: 00 
p.m. will be a set of comedy 
films and a few films along the 
"mature . audience-" line. 
Nontoxic refreshments will be 
available to snack on. 
If that's not enough- live 
entertainment is scheduled 
between the silver screen 
showings. 
The best of it all is the price -
free admission. 
This is almost a first for the 
Miner entertainment dockett 
according to Bill Heifner, 
B.S.U. president. "The idea is to 
offer an alternative to the 
typical Miner homecoming 
party. We seem to take for 
granted that the only way to let 
off from the pressure at UMR i's 
to party. So for the Miner who 
doesn't find flammable liquids 
his favorite beverage, and the 
associated parties, the B.S.U. 
offers the alternative. And with 
the live combo in conjunction 
with the ' movies, the B.S.U. 
provides a winning com-
bination. Attendance should be 
high." 
Pete Horn 364-5880 
Attn: College 
Students 
We now have Hytone college 
ru led notebook paper by Mead 
available in packages of 100, 
ftB'i~' , 200, and 300 ct. package, 
'f\~i 11 "x8 1/2" size. 
Engineering Students-Look! 
What we have ordered for you at 
discount prices! We now carry the 
Texas Instrument line of calculators. 
10 Mlilimeter.s to a Cenllmeler 
20 Squares per Inch 
5 squares 10 Inch Quadrllli Pads 
G.-een Cpmputallon Pads 
Brown Fiberllc Coveril 
Reg,ular-M.etrlc Science Notebooks 
Stiff Cover Unlvanlty: Lab Books 
Compvtatlon Not.ebook 4X4 ' Quad 
Full Log 3X5 
Full Log 3XJ 
Semi Log 3X10 
'Semi Log 4X10 
. Polar Coordinate 
Laboratory Resurch Notebooks 4X4 Quad 
Made By Famous . 
National Blink Book 
Co. Inc. 
Sclnece Fillers a"d NotebookS! 
MJdI! Bv . famous National Blnak 'Book Co. Inc. 
Discount Prices Befor 
You Buy! What We 
Have Ordered For You 
At Discount Prices! 
Wal-Mart is Open 9-9 
6 DAYS A WEEK! 
63 South (A cross from Lion's Club Park 
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Preregistration Date Set 
During the period of 
November 1st through 
November 5th students 
returning for the 1977 spring 
semester are to meet with their 
advisors to select courses for 
that semester. All returning 
students are expected to 
preregister regardless of their 
fall mid-semester grades . 
Students who preregister for the 
spring semester will be per-
mitted to pay fees by mail in 
early December. 
Complete instructions for 
preregistration , early 
registration and regular 
registration , may be found in 
the front section of the "Spring 
Schedule of Classes". Students 
may obtain preregistration 
materials and schedule of 
classes from the Registrar's 
Office starting October 28th. 
Each advisor will be fur-
nished a schedule to be posted 
near his office the week before 
preregistration. This schedule 
ALEX 
PIZZA PARLOR 
Features Greek Pizzas 
Spaghetti With Texas Toast 
Regular ~ Chef 
And Greek Salad 
Delicious Sandwiches 
5% Beer 
For Delivery Phone 
364-2669 
OPEN 7 DAYS 'A WEEK 
MON·SUN 4:00 AM·2:00 PM 
122 W. 8TH STREET 
Chub & Jo's Restaurant 
'. '. HOME tW8KING 
HOMEMADE SWEET ROLLS, DOUNUTS, 
& DINNER ROLLS HOMEMADE PIES 
704 PINE ST. PH. 364-6247 
OPEN 
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-8:00 Fri. tiH 9:00 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i Ch ristopher Jewelers i 
. * 805 Pine Street * . 
: The Complete Service Jeweler : 
.............................. 
1000A Pine 
T Rolla, Mo. 
___ , T 364-1058 
Ie 
ladies Admitted Free Thurs. 
, II Rock" II • 
• ~e ''''118· ~\ FEATURING "WAVE" ,~ 
9:00-1 :00 Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 
Dancing 
Open 6 Days 
Q ~O"1~ 04?~ 
2 p.m. Till 1:30 a.m. 
will enable a student to reserve 
a date and time for arranging 
his preregistration schedule. 
Students are required to return 
their preregistration schedule 
and undergraduate credit card 
to the Registrar 's Office before 
4:00 p.m . November 5th . 
An attempt will be made to 
schedule students, whenever 
possible, into the sections 
preferred. Since it will not 
always be possible to honor 
'request for certain sections, the 
students who are eligible and 
follow the instructions outlined 
in the front of the spring 
schedule of classes will be given 
first chance to select the sec-
tions they need. Students who 
qualify for priori ty sectioning 
(as outlined in the schedule of 
classes ) should have their 
preregistration schedule noted 
accordingly, even though there 
a re apparently no poss ible 
variations in their schedule. 
Ass ignment of remaining 
students into sections will be 
done by arranging student 
schedules in order by total 
number of hours of credit 
earned and as long as possible 
requests for particular sections 
will be honored. Since all sec-
tions of all courses cannot be 
offered at popular times, it will 
be necessary to rearrange some 



















Bean Bag Animals 
(Frogs, Gorillas, Bears, Etc.) 
University Center East 
Mon.-Thurs. 7 a.m.-l1 p.m. 
Fri. 7 a.m.-12 a.m. 
Sat. 8 a.m.-12 a.m. 
Sun. 8 a.m.- ll p.m. 
Page 6 MISSOURI MINER 
MAC to Hold Mini-Conference 
Staff members of the 
Missouri Arts Council (MAC) 
will conduct a "Mini-
Conference" Friday, October 
29, from 10 a .m . to 3:30 p.m . at 
the University of Missouri-
Rolla . It will explain programs 
offered by the council and 
procedures necessary to apply 
for MAC funds . 
The conference is designed 
specifically for representatives 
from schools and organizations 
sponsoring cultural activities . It 
will include sessions on special 
programs and series offered by 
the Missouri Arts Council, a 
session on grantsmanship and a 
part of the conference, will be 
devoted to special ' interest 
questions . For instance, in the 
session on grants, artists-in-
residence, touring programs , 
development of local arts 
groups and activities, fund 
raising, etc., will be discussed. 
The conference will be held in 
the Mark Twain Room of the 
University Center-East on the 
UMR campus . Lunch is 
available in the cafeteria in the 
same building . 
For further information about 
the conference write Dr. David 
Oakley, associate professor of 
music , or Norma Fleming , 
Extension Division, University 
of Missouri-Rolla , Rolla, Mo . 
65401. There is no registration 
charge. 
Awards to GAD and Wesley 
National recognition in the 
form of a citation from the 
National Center for Voluntary 
Action was awarded to two 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
student organizations by 
Governor Christopher (Kit) 
Bond Tuesday, Oct. 12. 
UMR's Wesley Foundation 
and Gamma Alpha Delta were 
each recognized for the quality 
and quantity of the volunteer 
programs undertaken by UMR 
students during 1975. A total of 
84 awards were made nationally 
from among thousands of 
programs carried out by in-
dividuals, students and groups 
of citizens throughout the 
nation . 
Wesley Foundation is a 
Christian group of students, 
sponsored by the United 
Ministries in Higher Education 
(UMHE), whose objective is 
fellowship and service. Projects 
undertaken by the group during 
1975 include: Cutting and 
delivering firewood for needy 38 projects, sometimes spen-
persons in Phelps County ; ding several days on a project 
painting, plumbing, plastering, (mostly weekends) . The total 
carpentry, maintenance and included eight projects in St. 
development work at Bowman Louis (.inner-city area), six in 
and Cabanne and Wagoner other areas of the state 
Memorial Churches in St. (Springfield, Metz, St. James 
Louis; carpentry work at Rolla and Hillsboro) and 16 in Rolla. 
Area Sheltered Workshop; Eight groups also spent con-
maintenance , construction , siderable time cutting and 
plumbing and electrical work at delivering firewood for needy 
Epworth -Among-the-Hills, persons within Phelps County 
Methodist <;amp in Arcadia; and winterizing and repairing 
maintenance and construction the homes of a number of 
work at Boy 's Town, St. James ; elderly Phelps County citizens 
development work at Camp . - as identified by VISTA 
Wohelo, Rolla; Christmas party Volunteers. 
for Phelps County foster Citations were presented to 
children , and emergency clean- representatives of each group 
up and assistance at Rolla by Governor Bond at the time 
Towers (apartments for he was on campus to deliver the 
elderly) following a fire . keynote address for the 3rd 
Gamma Alpha Delta is an annual UMR-MEC Energy 
UMHE service fraternity whose Conference. 
members are 16 fraternities and 
sororities on campus and whose 
purpose is to sponsor service 
projects to be completed by the 
member groups . During 1975, 
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THOUSANDS ON FILE 
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 
192-page. mail order catalog. 
11926 Santa Monica Blvd . 
Los Angeles, Ca . 90025 
Original research also available. 
Enclosed is Sl .00. 
'Please rush the catalog to: 
Name ________________ ___ 
Address ________________ _ 
City __________________ _ 
State _________ Zip ____ 
Thursday, October 21, 1976 
Free lessons Oaily 
Mon.-Sat. 
Evening Classes 
Wed. & Fri. 
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 a.m. to 
5:30 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 
Calico Corner Ceramics 
7th & Rolla 
341-2442 
Never feel alone 
The Hope Clinic for Women is dedicated to the special 
problems faced by women. 
Unplanned pregnancies. Pregnancy avoidance . Preg-
nancy termination. 
We were established to help you solve these difficul-
ties. The right way. For the right reasons. 
We're staffed by skilled, qualified professionals-
doctors, nurses, technicians, counselors - who be-
lieve your emotiona l well-being is as important as 
your physical well-being. 
Whatever your decision, we 'll help you reach it with 
knowledge and confidence. With a full understanding 
of any surgical procedure. And considera-
tion of all other possible alternatives. 
For information or 
appOintment, call 
(618) 451-5722. 
We understand your 
problems. We care 
about them. 
Never feel alone. 
HThe cli~Yc 
for Women 
An outpatient surgical center 
for the physical and emotiona l need. of a woman 
1602 21st Street/Granite City. Illinois 62040 
SPECIALS 
THIS WEEK 
12 Oz. N.R. 6 Pk. 
OLD MIL W AUKEE ... 1.21 
7 Oz. 
MILLER .................. ~.r.~:.1.49 
Red Mountain 
WINES ..... _ ................. :!': !!!~ ... 96c 
509 
VODKA ........... .f.~1.I .... ~~~?~~.3.88 
509 
LIQUOR STORE 
Free Parki'n~ In Rear 
116 West 8th St. Phone 364-6131 
STEAK & BURGER 
CORRAL 
Sunday 
Chopped Steak Dinner 
Potato & Texas Toast 
SALAD BAR 
Hwy. 63 South 
364-6979 
Orders To Go 
\ $1 39 
l~l( 11'-~ -II I . 
IJ 
_____
_ ~ ___ ~ .,.,.", '.,,1,.,11111' tJ 111"111'1'" II" II
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If you've got 
time to kill. • • 
-,--~.----
C1fi~ 
We can help kill it! 
Rolla Craft & Hobby 
N ew location-11 th & Pine 364-5581 
MISSOURI MINER 
UMR Ranks High 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla was seventh nationally in 
the number of B.S. degrees 
granted in engineering in 1975, 
according to a report of the 
Engineering ManpDwer 
CDmmissiDn .of the Engineers 
JDint CDuncil. UMR was 13th in 
f ull-time undergra'duate 
30,000 full-time undergraduate 
engineering students in the 
cDuntry over 1974, with a tDtal of 
231,379 in 1975. This is the 
largest number enrolled since 
the fall .of 1970. 
ThDse granting the mDst 
degrees are : Purdue University 
- 946; University .of IllinDis-
enrDllment. 
.. . Champaign - 676; Georgia 
The report,. which IS compiled Institute .of TechnolDgy - 656; 
annually , listed engmeenng Pennsylvania State University 
enrDllments and .degrees - 600; University .of Michigan-
granted by 291 englneer~ng Ann ArbDr - 588; New Jersey 
SChDls which .offer engineering Institute DfTechnolDgy - 584 ; 
prDgrams at the baccalaureate University .of MissDuri-RDlla _ 
Dr higher level. The report 576. 
shDwed an increase .of almDst Largest full-time un-
Don't Miss 
The Big Catch! 
Pabst is Always 
Big Winner 
a 
Available in Draft, Bottles and Cans. 
Grellner Sales & Service 
Route 4, Rolla, Mo. 
Page 7 
dergraduate enrDllemtns were 
repDrted by the fDllDwing : 
Purdue University - 4999; 
Pennsylvania State University-
- 4866 ; Texas A & M University 
- 4215; University .of IllinDis-
Urbana - 4137 ; GeDrgia 
Institute .of TechnDlDgy - 4051; 
lowas State University - 3387; 
University .of PuertD RicD -
3196; University .of Michigan-
Ann ArbDr - 3099; NDrth 
CarDlina State University -
3087; University .of Texas-
Austin 3041; Virginia 
PDlytechnic Institute and State 
University - 2827 ; OhiD State 
University - 2818 ; University 
.of MissDuri-RDlla - 2780. 
With 213 M.S. degrees granted 
in engineering, UMR was 16th 
natiDnally in that categDry, and 





University .of MissDuri-Rolla 
student musicians will be a vita!" 
part of the celebratiDns during 
the hDmecDming weekend 
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 22-23. 
Saturday mDrning, Oct. 23, 
Jazz Ensemble I (there are also 
Jazz Ensembles II and III) will 
perfDrm at the dedicatiDn 
ceremDnies fDr UMR's newly 
acquired Thomas Jefferson 
Residence Hall. 
Following the traditiDnal 
hDmecoming pajama race 
spDnsDred by the Inter-
fraternity CDuncil, many of the 
UMR musicians will be in-
vDlved in running the third 
annual pie-eating cDntest which 
is now a homecDming traditiDn. 
SponsDrs .of this cDntest are 
members .of Kappa Kappa Psi 
anq Tau Beta Sigma, natiDnal 
hDnDrary band fraternity and 
sDrority . The sponsDrs (mDstly 
members of the UMR band) run 
the cDntest and act as judges as 
representatives frDm variDus 
DrganizatiDns see WhD can eat 
three pies in the least amDunt 
of time. Needless to say, this 
activity has a high " Y-y-ycht" 
potential. 
So that UMR students will nDt 
need to perfDrm in pie-smeared, 
messy unifDrms, the RDlla High 
School Band will entertain the 
fans with a prDgram .of selec-
tiDns and rDutines used tD win 
their recent marching awards. 
They will close the pre-game 
ceremDnies with a renditiDn of 
the natonal anthem while UMR 
ROTC students raise the cDlDrs. 
At halftime in the cDntest 
between UMR and the South-
west Missouri State University 
Bears , the Marching Miners 
will take the field .opening wi th a 
slow-march drill to the Finale .of 
DVDrak 's "New WDrld Sym-
phDny." While perfDrming 
"America the Beautiful" the 
. band will complete a series .of 
marcing parallelograms. 
Next , from a St. Pat's 
shamrDck fDrmatiDn, the band 
will present "Yankee DDDdle" 
played as a march, a jazz waltz, 
a chorale and as a "swing" 
arrangement. The band's 
pDrtion of the halftime ShDW 
concludes with a special rDck 
presentatiDn .of "Pack Rat" 
which features the Pom PDm 
CDrps. 
The UMR Band is directed by 
Dr. David Oakley, associate 





Scene: The Heavenly Real Estate Office. The Landlord is happily 
creating still another galaxy as his business agent, Mr. Gabriel, 
enters, looking grim. 
The Landlord (singing reedily as he mixes his galactic 
ingredients): A couple of jiggers of moonlight and add a star .. . 
Gabriel : Sorry to interrupt, sir, But I have another report from 
Rolla. Really, sir, the tenants of that tiny university cause more 
trouble than the rest of the cosmos. Now they are planning to 
slaughter each other again over the Holy Party Weekend. 
Landlord: Come, come, Gabriel. The entire year is holy. 
Gabriel: Yes, sir. But the miners, coeds, and imports feel this 
little stre'tcll of days is holier than the rest. Consequentially, UJ 
prove their devotion to ' holiness, they have been variously 
berating, slandering, and vociferously attacking each other for 
years. 
Land1ord: But if all agree that it's holy ... 
Gabriel : The problem, sir, is that each believes it's holy for a 
different reason. Thus the coeds and imports wish to evict the 
other as trespassers who lack a divine deed to the weekend. 
Land1ord : I'll be the judge of that, Gabriel. Who controls it 
now? 
Gabriel : The imports, sir. 
Landlord: Ah, the Chosen People. 
Gabriel : Frankly, sir, I think they wish someone else was 
chosen for awhile. You see, while they have the milk and honey, 
the coeds have the residence. 
Landlord : And which side are the miners on, Gabriel? 
Gabriel : It's really hard to say, sir. The miners are for the 
imports being totally free and independent. But, at the moment, 
the miners are leaning toward the coeds .. 
Landlord: Why is that, Gabriel? 
Gabriel : Because the totally free and independent imports 
won't budge from their hold. So the coeds are getting ready to try 
to evict the imports. But the imports claim they have a divine 
1X"0missory note to the place and ... 
Land1ord : Gabriel, I will not tolerate all this fighting during 
Holy' Party Weekend. 
Gabriel : But the only reason they want to fight sir, is because it 
is holy. You see. .. . 
Landlord: Enough, Gabriel! What we have here is obviously a 
simple matter of property ownership. Just conduct a title search 
in that Book of Records there and I will personally adjudicate the 
matter, thereby bringing permanent peace to the Holy Party 
Weekend. 
~a.briel (dubiously) : It's a bit complicated, sir. Even Henry 
Kissinger •.. 
Landlord (sternly): You doubt my omnipotence, Gabriel? 
Gabriel : Oh, No sir. If you insist. (He opens the book) Well, 
brieOy, the number of coeds was small at the beginning, right 
aroWldone. So the imports filled the void of supply. The imports 
never had complete dominion but the question of ownership never 
came up. Then along about four to five years ago the number of 
coeds started to increase rapidly, shrinking the numbers of .im-
'ports radically. And now the number of coeds versus the imports 
is ... Sir? Are you listening, sir? 
Landlord (humming to himself) : Perhaps if I mixed three 
jiggers of moonlight to a star and added a sprinkle of morning 
mist, a dash of blazing comets .. .. 
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Chancellor Writes On 
Prospects For UMR 
October 19, 1976 
Dear Students and Alumni : 
State of the University 
As students, alumni , staff and 
friends of UMR gather for 
Homecoming 1976, we do so at a 
tim e when universities 
everywhere a re in transition. 
They are in transition from a 
prolonged period of growth and 
affluence beginning in World 
War II to a future period of 
shrinkage or , at best , steady 
state . Higher education is no 
longer an expanding industry. 
The number of college-age 
citizens will level off and begin 
to drop in the early 19805 . The 
approaching plethora of higher 
education capacity will be 
.accompanied by a shaking 
down process that will be 
painful in many instances . 
UMR will not be exempt. But 
there is a unique character 
possessed by UMR that will 
give it the capacity to survive. 
The unique 'character is 
provided by its excellence in 
science, engineering and liberal 
arts . 
It is easy to explain my op-
timism for UMR . Mankind 
enjoys a privileged heritage of a 
productive half century of 
science - an historic few 
decades in which the mind of 
man first understood the nature 
of the atomic nucleus ; first 
learned the history of our 
planet ; first undertook the 
physical exploration of the solar 
system; and first came to un-
derstand the essential aspects 
of life and the mechanics that 
have operated over the eons of 
biological evolution. Ninety per 
cent of all science has been 
gathered during the working 
. 
lifetime of a few living scien-
tists. Historically, ours will be 
counted a generation distinct 
from all that went before. 
But we are also heirs to vast 
problems - problems far 
graver than generally realized 
here and abroad . Mankind is 
living in a fool's paradise since 
it seems to be unable to grasp 
the profound consequences 
which will attend the next 
doubling of world population; 
an event that will take place 
about 2010. The equivalent of 
approximately 350(}" new cities 
of one million inhabitants each 
will have to be established and 
equipped over the next 30 years . 
World agriculture , as we know 
it, will fall short of feeding 8 
billion people. In a brief instant 
of historic time, the entirety of 
the underground resources of 
liquid and gaseous fossil . 
hydrocarbons will have been 
irreversibly consumed. Yet , we 
have not begun to arrange for 
what is to happen when those 
stores are exhausted during the 
lifetime of persons already 
born. A one century supply of 
the minerals critical to our 
civilization remains. How can 
we possibly cope with fur-
nishing another 4 billion people 
food, clothing, homes, energy, 
services and recreation , not to 
mention solving the problems of 
unemployment ; pollution, 
crime and social alienation? 
And so , in 1976, man has 
inherited a vast storehouse of 
science and, at the same time, a 
mind boggling array of new 
problems? Although con-
ventional wisdom says yes, 
faith in this. answer is wavering. 
But, are any other options 
available? The answer seems to 
be no. 
UMR is recognized 
throughout the world as a 
university capable of educating 
young people who can apply 
science and engineering to the 
solution of social problems . This 
observation was borne out by 
enrollment increases of 9 per 
cent and 7 per cent in the fall 
classes of 1975 and 1976 
respectively . UMR now stands 
seven th na tionally in the 
number of B.S. degrees granted 
in engineering and thirteenth in 
full-tim e un dergr adua te 
enrollment in engineering, 
among 291 schools . I believe the 
enrollment will very likely 
continue to climb until we reach 
our capacity of some 5500 to 6000 
students . It will be limited by 
UMR 'li ability to provide 
housing , classroom and 
laboratory space. This is not to 
say that enrollment will not 
some day fall again , for fall it 
will , since universities of 
science and engineering have 
historically been sensitive to 
fluctuating economic con-
ditions. 
Survival of the United States 
as a leading industrial nation 
will clearly depend upon the 
ability of scientists and 
engineers to apply science to 
the solution of its social 
problems. Many educated 
people will be required for this 
purpose if our nation is to 
grapple with its problems in an 
effective way . UMR is unique 
because it can provide some of 
these people. This is why I ain 
optimistic about its future. 
.Cordially yours, 
Raymond L. Bisplinghoff 
Chancellor 
'Marathon Disc Jockey," Gene <?arney is still going strong. The Miner Staff urges you 
to donate what you can, whether It be ten cents or ten bucks. The money raised is going 
to ~uy an ultra sound diagnostic machine, which is used as an X-ray machint' without 
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SUPERCIV 
our HIS 
PO C. KE r 
Following is the fourth in the 
series, "RECORD CARE FOR 
YOU. I, AND US' .. . 
Your records I mean. After a 
period of time, even the most 
tenderly cared for records will 
show some sign of wear. Like a 
worn Liner, or bent jacket 
covers, or maybe the begin-
nings of a warp. So now what? 
Lets assume you have a dirty 
record. (not porno) How dirty? 
You should be able to gauge the 
scrunginess of a disc by now. 
You already know about the 
usual cleaning techniques, so if 
you get a really horrid looking 
disc, see the appendix in the 
back of the insturctions that 
came with your cleaner. If you 
need more info, the intesive 
care section from · the Disc-
washer -manual-! is' recom-
mended reading. If you really 
have a basket case, then you 
also have my sympathy, and I 
hope you don 't mina the pops 
and glitches -you will have to put 
up with . 
Warps. Hmmmmm, I guess I 
have to say something about 
'em . There are as many ways of 
getting rid of a warp as there 
are record owners . My favorite 
way is a bit more time con-
. suming than most, but just 
might result ·in less record 
dainage than some of the 
quickie metliods. This method is 
shown in Fig : 5. It is imperative 
that any pressure applied to a 
record be applied evenly and 
uniformly . Or else you'll have 
more-worse warps than when 
you started. A little, notice the 
word little, heat will help the 
process along and cause less 
vinyl strain than a cold press. 
The heat allows the vinyl 
polymers to flow a bit and 
adjust to the new alignment. 
Too much heat will cause the 
grooves to flow also, and you 
won 't have any music any 
more. I put the pressing ap-
paratus on a chair or shelf and 
let the ' morning or late af-
. ternoon sun warm it gently. The 
. midday sun is far too bot. A. 
little heat goes a long, long way. 
/ / 
Some use a heating pad under 
the bottom of the pressing 
apparatus . The key work in 
pressing out warps is 
CAUTION. 
As you play albums over and 
over again, it may be necessary I 
at some date to replace the 
liner. If this becom.es 
necessary , I recommend the 
liners with the polyethylene 
sub-liner . These are really 
great , but sometimes cause 
static problems . If a static 
problem arises, the best thing to 
do is:. get a . D'.stat turntable 
mat. They do work well . 
Anyway, the polyethylene liners 
are a ' bit more expensive, but 
well worth it. It isn't a bad idea 
to replace the cheapo liners 
shipped with your record im-
mediately . 
The repair of liners and 
jackets is really simple, so I 
.' won't say much. Just make sure 
you keep the liner and jacket 
flat. Any crimps or pleats in 
either will inevitably cause a 
;~~~I I Give That Special Girl In Your ! 
_ Life Flowers for Homecoming i 




;0 BE CONTINUEO 
warp. CLASSIFIEDS 
The week of October 18-23, 
will bring you the Bee Gees ' 
"Children of the World" albuin 
on Tuesday's Flipped, and 
Buston's "Buston" on Thurs-
day. Alfredo Schwartz will host 
"Free" on Wednesday at 8:00 
TYPING SERVICE 
,Got something you need 
typed? My IBM Correctln$ 
Selectric is just waiting to help 
("correcting" means no 
erasing or white paint>. AU 
types of work done. 
.m. . Peggy 341-2399 
Delicious Mexican Food 
~ts ~~:3~~~ 
Di"ning Room - Orders To Go - Open Daily 11 a.m. 
Hwy . . 6j~. ,Rolla, Mo. 36.4-1971 Clo~ Monday 
. ", Hook Auto Supply 
_ . .' . . Big DisCOl,lnts . '. 
Auto PartS-Acccessories-Speed Equipment 












(Something for all 
the family) 
Carry Out Service 
, 364-5448 
Business Route 66 W Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 






THE DIRT BAND 
To Town 
On Saturday, October 23rd, 
the Student Union Board will 
feature THE DIRT BAND for 
the Homecoming Concert. THE 
DIRT BAND began in 1966 as 
THE NI'ITY GRI'ITY DIRT 
BAND, a jug band, playing 
everything from bluegrass tQ 
Cajun to rock and roll . Their 
major claim to fame at that 
time came from their incredible 
musical versatility and their 
colorful dynamic stage show. 
The Band had four hit singles by 
1971, "Buy For Me The Rain", 
"Mr. BojangIes", "House at 
Pooh Corners" and " Some of 
Shelly's Blues" . At this time the 
Band's Manager, W. E. 
McEuen, brought the Band to 
Nashville to begin work on 
"Will The Circle Be Unbroken", 
a six sided album that made 
music history, representing the 
first establishment - hippie 
counter culture fusion. After an 
18 month lapse between its 
recording and release , it 
quickly achieved gold status. 
The music world began to 
speculate what THE DIRT 
BAND could do to follow such a 
phenomenon. The answer came 
in 1974 with "Stars And Stripes 
Forever", a live two record set 
that followed the next year with 
"Dream" proving once again 
that the versatility and creative 
talent of the band knows no 
limits . Always a focus of an 
intensely devoted underground 
following, THE DIRT BAND is 
now gaining the widespread 
popular recognition so long due 
them . 
THE DIRT BAND consists of 
John McEuen, Jeff Hanna, 
Jimmie Fadden, John Cable 
and Jackie Clark. Together, 
the.Y will bring the flavor of 
colin try music as they feel it 
MISSOURI MINER 
should be for a youthful 
audience. 
Advance ticket sales begin 
Monday, October 18th from 9:30 
a .m. to 3:30 p.m . in foyer of 
University Center: ,Advance 
student ticket price : $2.00 with 
valid UMR 1.0. - limit 2 per 
1.0. Student price at door : $3.00 
with valid UMR 1.0. - limit 2 
per 1.0. 1.0. MUST BE SHOWN 
,AT DOOR WITH TICKETS. 
General admission: $5.00. 
Doors will open at 7:00 p.m . 
Show begins at 8:00 p.m. 
Please do not bring cans or 
bottles as you will not be ad-
mitted. Remember it is 
unlawful to have alcoholic 
beverages and illicit dl-ugs 'on 
University ' property and that· 
you can be arrested for having 
either in your possession in the 
Multi-Purpose Building. 
Get Higlj' Thi~ Homecoming 
". . .:..~-;:. -
by LINDA MARIE PONZER 
Want to get high with your 
date this Homecoming for two. 
dollars a piece? On Thursday,. 
Oct. 22, the American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
(AIAA) will sponsor balloon 
rides . Mr. John Simpson from 
the Firefly Balloonport of 
Springfield, Missouri will pilot 
the balloon . If weather 
shouldn't cooper ate an alter-
nate date of October 28th has 
been scheduled. 
These rides will be held on the 
athletic field starting at ap-
proximately 4: 00 p .m . and 
lasting as long as conditions are 
favorable . These will be " tether 
flights " which means that thp. 
balloon will be secured to the 
ground by ropes so that no one 
will " flyaway". 
E;ollowing are several in-
tel'esting tidbits concerning 
ballooning . 
Contrary to popular belief, a 
bird flying into your balloon 
would just bounce off it instead 
of !)laking a hole in it. Even if a 
bird should make a hole in the 
balloon, it would not cause 
difficulties , in fact, a balloon 
with a hole the size of a man in it 
can still be flown accurately . 
You don 't steer a balloon, It 
goes where the wind goes, the 
trick is to pick the altitude with 
the proper wind direction. The 
balloon goes as fast as the wind 
blows . 
Balloon flying is best soon 
after sunrise or just before 
dusk since this time offers .the 
least wind resistence. 
It is inexpensive to fly a 
balloon, you can fly ap-
proximately three hours on 
thirtv-three gallons of propane. 
Borrowing on the old phrase, 
"try it you'll like it" I woula 
suggest everyone try balloon 
flying, where you can encounter 
" the quiet serenity of lighter-
than-air flight." 
Thursday, October 21, 1976 
What, Where And 
When of 
Homecomi.ng 
Homecoming at the Center. Honor classes this year 
University of Missouri-Rolla are 1926 and earlier , 1931, 1936, 
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 22-23 1941 , 1946, 1951 , 1956, 1961, 1966 
promises a full schedule of and 1971. 
activities for both alumni and The St. Louis section of the 
students . MSM~UMR Alumni Association 
Alumni and their guests are will sponsor a noon social hour-
asked to pick up schedules, brunch at the ' Pub Mobile 
tickets for various events and Lounge, open to all returning 
register in the St. Pat 's alumni not members of honor 
Ballroom of University Center- classes . 
West. Registration desks are Pre-game activities at the 
open from 8 a .m . to 5 p.m . football field begin shortly after 
Friday and from 8 a.m. to noon 1 p .m. with special en-
Saturday. tertainment provided by 
Members of the Class of 1951 several student organizations 
begin their 25th reunion with and music by the Rolla High 
golf , tennis and bridge School Band. Kickoff at the 
recreational activities during homecoming football game , 
the day Friday, Oct. 22. A social with the Miners pitted against 
hour for those alumni arriving the Southwest Missouri State 
on campus Friday will be held University Bears, is 1 :30 p.m. 
next door to the campus at the Halftime ceremonies feature 
St. Pat's Church Recreation .the Miner Band, the 
Hal!. homecoming queen and her 
At 7 p.m. Friday evening the court. 
M-Club will sponsor a giant Living units hold open house 
bonfire on the intramural field. for alumni following the football 
This event is followed by two . game and a special social hour 
dances the students' is scheduled by the Class of 1951 
Homecoming Dance at the prior to the final events of the 
University Center-East Cen- evening. 
tennial Hall and one sponsored The MSM-UMR Alumni 
by the Class of 1951 at the St. Association's annual awards 
Pat's Church Recreation Hall . banquet begins at 7 p.m. in the 
Coronation ceremonies for the University Center . The banquet 
homecoming queen will take honors alumni and members of 
place at 10 p.m. at the the faculty for outstanding 
' University Center dance . contributions to UMR . The 
Returning alumni are invited to annual meeting of the 
participate in either affair. . association, following the 
'Saturday morning a reception banquet, closes homecoming 
for members of classes 25 years activities . 
or earlier and special guests Most students will attend a 
will be held at the Chancellor's concert sponsored by the UMR 
Residence . Dedication Student Board at 8 p.m. 
ceremonies and open house at. SatUrday in the Multi-Purpose 
. Thomas Jefferson Residence Building. Entertainment at this 
Hall will be at 10 a.m. Reunion year's concert is supplied by the 
luncheons for members of all Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. Surplus 
honor classes are scheduled at tickets may be purchased at the 
11 :30 a.m . in the' University door . 
"Up, Up and away" 
HOl1Jecol1Jing 1976 
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Introducing Vision Center's ( Ediletters ) 
"L ' 
.L oveemor 
L " " eave em 
Plan 
J The original purchaser 01 this pair of contact lenses. " nol 'j 
t completely satisfied within 30 days of pu rchase, is entitled to a ~ refund of the cos t 01 the lenses only. Refund will be made upon ' 
~ retu rn of the lenses with this certi ficate to the Vision Center 1 
where purchased. This plan does nol include damage or scratch- ! 
. ing. loss or theft 01 contact lenses. This certificate is nol ': 
transferable. . 
Expiration Dale 
It takes the indecision 
out of the decision to buy contacts. 
If you wear eyeglasses, you've prob-
ably thought about getting contact 
lenses. You've probably also had 
second thoughts about whether you'll 
like them or not. 
That's why Vision Center now offers 
our "Love 'em or Leave 'em" Plan. 
Try contacts. Wear them. Live with 
them. And then, within 30 days of 
purchase, if you decide they're not for 
you, we'll refund the cost of the lenses. 
You owe it to yourself to see how you 
like contacts. And now Vision Center 
has a way for you to do that. Without 
owing anything to us. 
PEARLE 
vIsion center 
Rolla-702 Pine Street. Tel. 364-7311 
Open daily 9-5, Fri. 'til 8 :30 
Locations in Columbia JODlin Rolla and SDringfield, 
Tech-Engine 
Speaks 
As regular readers of the 
Missouri Miller , we, the 
members of Tech-Engine Club, 
have noticed ~hat on two oc-
'~ asion s this fall, your 
newspaper has either 
misrepresent e d our 
organizatio',j or failed to 
mention us when we deserved 
recognition , It is in the interest 
of eliminating all confusion, and 
of (lresenting the correct in-
formation to the public, that we 
bring before you the following 
points, 
For as long as we have at-
tended this institution, it has 
been customary for the Miner to 
present in its first issue the final 
standings of the previous year 's 
intramural program , This 
policy, we believe , serves many 
purposes, First , it provides the 
paper with interesting material 
for the first issue, at a time 
when such material is ex-
tremely difficult to find ', 
Second, many organizations, 
and individuals within these 
organizations, keep scrapbooks 
of the year 's events, and many 
scrapbook entries come from 
the Miner, We feel that in-
format ion on the final in-
tramural standings would be of 
great value to anyone collecting 
such items, In view of these 
issues, we think it would have 
been very appropriate for the 
Missouri Miner to publish in its 
first issue the final point 
standings, along with an article 
giving a little information about 
the overall champions, The 
members of Tech-Engine Club 
WORK OVERSEAS FOR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT!! - all fields - a few months, or permanent positions. 
Europe - Japan - Africa - Australia - South 'Pacific - Far East - South America. The U.S. Govern-
ment is the largest employer of Americans overseas! ·To allow you the opportunity to explore working 
for the U.S. Government overseas, the following book has been researched and written . . "HOW TO GET 
A JOB OVERSEAS WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT." Th is book di~cusses employment require-
ments and activities of 13 different U.S. Government Agencies in complete detail ••• and you will be 
told whom to contact at each one concerning current overseas employment opportunities. Also complete 
information on: 
• Teach~ng Opportunities 
• Complete information on the Peace Corps - who and where to apply 
• Employm~nt on U.S. Government Ships 
• Employment at ' the Panama Canal Zone - What type of positions they hire and whom to 
contact. 
• Career opportunities in the State Department and United States Information Agency . 
• Opportunities and Qualifications as a Foreign Service Officer. 
• How and where to apply for Embassy positions - Men - Women - Secretaries - Office 
Help - Staff Personnel - etc. etc. 
• What type of positions different Civi I Service Departments hire for overseas employment 
and whom to contact. 
• List of Federal Job Information Centers Nation Wide. 
• Further 'Information on Employmen't in Engineering • Accounting • Teaching • Personnel 
Administration • Recreational • Library Work. Maintenance • Supply. Management 
• Agriculture • Medical • Skilled Trades. Semi -Skilled and MUCH , MUCH MORE!! ! 
ORDER NOW! DON'T DELAY!! 
Send for your copy of "How to Get a Job Overseas with the United States Government" - $4.00 
(cash, check or money order) payable to the Overseas Collegiate Research Institute, 1727 Scott Road, 
Suite C, Burbank , CA. 91504. Add 504: for mailing. 
If dissatisfied with your book for any reason within 30 days, return it for a full refund, no questions asked . 
are very proud of their 
achievement last year, and, 
while the error by the Miner 
was surely unintentional , we 
hope it can be avoided in the 
future , 
Another error , this one more 
apparent, was made in the Sept. 
16 issue of the Miner , On page 
12, there appears an article 
headlined " CCH Renovates 
TEC" , We assume, of course, 
that the TEC refers to Tech 
Club, a former occupa.nt of the 
building. The facts are these : 
Tech Club is no longer in 
existence , The organization 
merged in February of 1975, and 
will presumably never again be 
reorganized , The name of the 
new organization is Tech-
Engine Club, and we urge you to 
print this letter in the hope that 
everyone on campus will realize 
exactly who and what we are , 
Furthermore, we claim that the 
letters TEC stand for Tech- · 
Engine Club, and should not 
have been used to headline that . 
article in the Miner, We also 
believe it should be known that 
no eating club has occupied the 
building in question since 
February of 1975. The building 
had since been known , as Car-
nahan Hall , a temporary dor-
mitory leased by the University 
of Missouri-Rolla , This fact 
could easily have been noted. 
These statements represent 
genuinely the opinions of 
members of Tech-Engine 
Club, We understand, of course, 
that the problems discussed 
herein can no longer be 
resolved, but we are never-
theless pointing them out, in the 
hope tha t they will serve to help 
avoid such problems in the 
future , We thank the Missouri 
Miner for their consideration 
and co-{)peration, 
Respectfully , 
The members of Tech-Engine 
Club 






The fifth annual UMR-IFC 
Fall Cleanup is scileduled for 
Saturday morning, November 
6, Members of the Inter-
fraternity Council will work 
tog.ether with the Rolla 
Chamber of Commerce and the 
City Sanitation Department in 
cleaning the city of Rolla . 
The cleanup crew from the 
nineteen fraternities and two 
sororities will travel all the 
streets of Rolla picking up 
trash, Also, greeks will be on 
Pine street handing out car 
litter bags, free of charge, 
Mike Lackner , the IFC 
committee chairman, ssid that 
bundled limbs , bagged leaves, 
and branches can be put out for 
pickup, 
Through the efforts of many, 
hopes are high to surpass !list 
years haul of twenty tons of 
trash and to stop, or at least 
slow down the national " litter 
bug" disease, 
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Damn Fool's Opinion 
-Cheer The Miners On 
Hurray for the Twelfth-Man 
Award idea . Hurray for the 
those who participate. Three 
cheers for our cheerleaders, our 
winning football team , and Joe 
Miner Week . (Now that com-
pliments have been distributed, 
allow me to harp on an old, old 
theme. ) 
One thing remains as a 
disappointment at Miner 
football games . That is, the lack 
of support that the band gives 
the cheerleaders . Obviously, 
with the aid of horns , drums, 
and reeds , the band has the 
capacity to give the most vocal 
support at a football game, 
right? If you're a Mizzou fan , 
you know what a great job 
Marching Mizzou does rousing 
enthusiasm and cheering for the 
Tigers. The Miner Band doesn 't 
seem to have quite caught on 
yet. . 
Admittedly they do play . And 
they do cheer. But with the 
cheerleaders? Never. At a 
recent horne game I started 
counting the number of times 
that the band interrupted a 
cheer begun by our 
cheerleaders, either with a song 
or an alternate cheer. Unfor-
tunately , I ran out of fingers 
sometime during the first half. 
To their credit, the 
cheerleaders habitually join 
with the band, or any other 
group, when a yell is begun 
from the stands. But 
reciprocation by the fans is 
rare. 
by CAROL RUSSELL 
Now there may be reasons for 
the problem . A common 
complaint is that the 
cheerleaders are inaudible. 
Perhaps the band should sit 
lower in the stands, reducing 
the physical distance between 
them and the players, as well as 
the cheerleaders. Maybe the 
band doesn 't know the chants, 
although reportedly they have 
received a list from the 
cheerleaders. Perhaps they 
don 't like the cheers that other 
people start; couldn't there at 
least be some communication 
on the matter ? 
I honestly don 't know exactly 
where the problem lies . The 
band 's student director seems 
to begin most of the yells. The 
faculty director seems to be the 
culprit when a song is played . 
And it's the members them-
selves who make the noise. 
Regardless of who initiates the 
action, the fact remains that it 
is disheartening to the 
cheerleaders , and downright 
rude, to interrupt their cheers 
with a song or alternate 
yell . After all , the purpose is not 
to try and prove to everyone 
who the superior fans are-how 
immature. The purpose is to 
support the football team , to 
have fun , and to build school 
unity and spirit. 
Homecoming is upon us. To 
those of you who will be 'at the 
game, please consider this not a 
reprimand, but a plea . Can't we 
all-for once-respect each 
other apd cheer together? 
Smith Corona Portable Typewriter 
Used $55.00 




The Department of Civi l Engineering at Princeton 
University invites applications for graudate study 
and research in the areas of Structures ancj 
Mechanics, Transportation, and Water Resources 
leading to M.S.E. and Ph.D. degrees. Annual re-
search stipends start at $4,240 plus tu ition and are 
offered to all admitted students requesti ng sup-
port . For detai ls and applications write : 
Professor Peter Lee 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Department of Civil Eng ineer ing 
Princeton University 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 
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Utopian Dream? 
Arthur C. Clarke has 
suggested that the newspapers 
of Utopia would probably be 
very dull. I find it difficult to 
argue that we have formed a 
utopian existence in America; 
in Rolla, 1976; yet newswise, the 
Miner has been quite dull. This 
is not due to lack of effort of the 
news staff, there just hasn't 
been anything excitin' hap-
penin'! 
We could give our own ac-
counts of the election, of the 
energy crisis , of the Middle 
East, but you get enough of that 
in the professional media. We 
could give a long, detailed 
report of the energy conference 
by SS. D. RUCKER 
of last week but we are a 
newspaper , not a technical 
journal ; there is a summary-
type news article on it this 
week. Besides, nothing really 
stupendous is being done. 
So what 's my point? There 
aren't any issues I can toss mud 
about I I suppose I could give a 
harangue on how the faculty has 
been shafted for years here, but 
everyone already knows it and 
the future looks grim in that 
area. All I can say now is "Good 
Luck." I could reiterate my 
gripes on how culturally 
deficient we are and how badly 
we need adequate facilities to 
provide concerts, per-
formances, plays, etc., but - did 
you ever feel like you were 
running into a brick wall? 
It seems we've reached a 
static equilibrium here and 
across the country. This elec-
tion is becoming notorious for 
its lack of issues ; I can see no 
real difference in what Carter 
or Ford say' about any par-
ticular topic and neither can-
'didate strikes me as a real 
leader. For these reasons there 
will probably be a very low 
turnout in November. 
In all a~eas nothing seems to 
be cooking . Journalism 
students at Columbia are crying 
for stories to write, the energy 
crisis seems to have been ac-
cepted by all, our peace - time 
economy is getting dangerously 
out of hand; it reminds me of 
the Romans - we drown in a 
stupor of our own success and 
affluence while the empire 
crum bles around us. 
The majority of men and 
women have always been too 
apathetic to give a damn about 
how their government is per-
forming (or even to know what 
the problems of the day are), 
but now this situation seems to 
be growing worse. Just because 
there's no Vietnam to plague us 
we've become complacent. It 's 
a time for comfort for all in-
dividuals now, I guess, because 
apathy and mediocrity have 
become the order of the day. 
Whoever invented 
the long weekend 
,m ust have , been 
a beer lover. 
If you've got the time, we've got the beer. 
Miller 
AVAILABLE IN DRAFT, BOTTLES AND CANS 
GRELLNER SALES & SERVICE 
Route 4 Rolla, Mo. 
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Introspection 
Once I Was An Animal 
----------- by BRIAN W. KAVANAUGH 
Once I was an animal. I still 
am in body, but not in mind. I 
have changed . Somehow I sense 
I am not the same. The fields 
are the same, they have not 
changed. The trees and the 
animals I hunt for food are still 
the same . They have - not 
changed as I. I do not un-
derstand it. But I am thinking 
about it much now. I remember 
now when the sky darkened and 
~~;;ii;~~~~i all the animals and beasts hid in the caves from their fear. I remember how I stayed and 
watched the sun disappear and 
then explode in a big red ball 
and then come back again. 
My mate was like me. Now 
she is stupid. I don't want her 
anymore. All she wants to do is 
sit around in a dirty cave. I'm 
tired of it. I must leave to find 
better things. I am better than 
them now . 
After many days of searching 
and walking , I have found him. 
He is like me. He is not dumb 
like the others . We are together 
now. 
There are many of us now. 
Friend and I walked and 
searched and found more like 
us. We found more who saw the 
sky darken . The Wise ones are 
our leaders. They say they saw 
the sky the darkest. They say 
we need leaders and that they 
will lead us. They do many 
good things for us.· Together we 
built a city. They told us what to 
do and we remembered how. 
Our buildings are much better 
than dirty caves. 
The Wise Ones say the other 
animals are bad . They must be 
right. They say the animals 
must be destroyed so that we 
can leave in peace. 
We attacked a place where 
the animals live today . We were 
beaten badly . We must ·wait. · 
The Wise Ones say we must 
wait until we are very smart so 
we can use our minds to beat 
them. Many of us are confused. 
But the Wise Ones say they are 
right so it must be so. 
Today the Wise Ones gave us 
a weapon to kill the animals 
with . It is two sticks and a piece 
of vine. They say it will kill 
. animals very nicely. 
We attacked another place 
where the animals live today. 
They were surprised by our new 
weapon , but we were still 
beaten . We must wait longer. 
We must get stronger weapons 
and a good defense against the 
animals . 
Many months have passed 
since we last attacked the 
animals . In that time, The' Wise 
Ones have made our houses 
better. Now they keep us warm 
without a fire . It is good. 
Everyone is happy . Almost. 
We attacked another place of 
animafs today with new sticks . 
These sticks spit fire and make 
a loud noise. They killed the 
animals better than the old 
Come Home To 
Great Values 
BIG ··ANNIVERSARY SALE 
"GO AHEAD AND ASK US" 
What The Best Value In An Under 
$40000 System Is? 
The Answer 
This system out performs 
much more expensive 
component sound systems 
elsewhere_ 
8" "'~~~~{= , I -
System Price 
Now Only 
The al l important speakers are the 
well respected KL.H 32'S, capable of 
thundering bass and having the 
accuracy long associated with the 
names KLH. 811 2 way speakers 
which match the receiver as well. 
The hear t of this system is the 
famous Pioneer 5X434 with a clean 
15 walls per channel R .M.S. And 
one of the best tuner sections of 
any receiver . 
$ - 995 34 Was '46590 You Save 
~;i~W:; ~f?,e ~0(:ffid @eDteru (31 4) 
Pete Ave . Rolla, Mo~~Go ahead and ask us" 364-7715 
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sticks. This time we won. The 
Wise Ones were very happy . 
They called off all work to 
celebrate and that made 
·everybody really happy. It is 
good we killed the animals. 
They are not happy or content 
even yet . The Wise Ones say 
that there are more animals 
around us , that they are all over 
the world and that they must all 
be destroyed so that we all may 
live in harmony . To destroy 
them, they are building a new 
weapon . They call it a missile. 
They say it will go very far to 
places you cannot even see and 
destroy them " I don't really 
understand, but I obey. 
The Wise .Ones sent our 
missiles on streaks of flame 
today. Many minutes later, they 
~aid it was a succ·ess, it worked. 
They were very pleased again 
and stopped killing for a long 
time. 
It has been years now since 
The Day of the Missile. We lived 
happily and almost forgot about 
the animals . Until today. Today 
ow: old leader died and a dif-
ferent Wise One took his place 
to lead us. The New Great One 
decided that there were still too 
many animals in the world. He 
said they would hurt us if we let 
them live. So he told everybody 
to make him a new weapon . 
Somebody invented the new 
weapon toctay. They called it a 
Bomb. They say it will kill for 
hundreds of miles around with 
just one bomb. The Great One 
had new, better missiles made 
to carry the bomb all over the 
world. Tomorrow they will fire 
all of the missiles. It will be the 
day of the Bomb. 
Today I am an animal. I hunt 
for my food and eat raw meat. I 
live in a dirty cave and am 
happy . 
A child with a new toy 
... must be an Engineer. 
Photo by H. Burford 
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Happy Weekend 
Starts Thurs, Oct. 21 
25¢ draw 1.50 pitcher 
Busch .on Tap Popcorn! . 
e Shaft 
(OLD HIRAM & MORTIMERS) 
364·4334 1107 Pine Rolla, Mo. 
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3rd 
Our business at Dorr-Oliver is helping to solve some of the complex 
problems that face our country today . .. feeding an expanding world 
population , conserving dwindling natural resources, preserving a healthful' 
environment. We make equipment and systems used in the food , minerals, 
pulp and paper, and chemical process industries. We 're into a lot of things 
that ultimately affect the fabric of American life. 
We 're proud of our track record of technological innovation in liquid/ solids 
separation , and our engineering excellence in equipment. And aware of the 
value of the individual's contributions in achieving this. If you 'd like to be a 





For an on-campus interview, sign up at your placement office, or forward an 
outline of your backgro~lnc' and interests, to : 
Ms. Susan E. Norton 
Employment Representative 
DORR-OLIVER X~> 
77 Havemeyer Lane, Stamfo rd , Connec ti c ut 06904 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F 
Thursday, October 21, 1976 
'oef 5 Qlorner 
Jim Bogan is an instructor of English at UMR. The 
following poem appears in his latest published book of 
poetry "Trees in the Same Forest" (available at 
Aquarian Book Store). 
HERE'S A CHERT POME 
for Howard Schwartz on 
his 30th birthday 
"Stone is alive also, at a different speed," says R. Grosslnger. 
FOllow these directions carefully 
or the process won ' t process 
and you'll have to start over: 
Pour a quart of quartz 
(sand wilt do) 
into a greased vessel. 
Add a dash of opal 
a sliver of chalcedony (Cal-said, "Knee.") 
(can be chipped off the third wall of the New Jerusalem 
between the sapphires & emeralds -see "Revelations 21: 19/1 
if you don't believe me). 
St ir in a cup of silica 
scooped from the magma of Earth's cOre. 
Throw in a few petrified trilobites 
Grind up thirty spiral shells of fossilized gastropods, 
Salt to taste 
Mix with earthquakes, volcanic eruptions. 
hurr icane winds. & spring showers. 
Let sit in ocean water 
anywhere from. say. 
200 to 200,000 years 
at earth temp.erature. 
Pass the time countin stars or dreamin epoch dreams 
Check in every millenia or so 
to see if the solution has set 
sorta like watchin for fudge to turn 
Whal you'll get : 
CHERT 
that 's Ozark Flint 
a tough old Rock 
about 400 million 
birthdays , he 's had . 
Chert is harder than steet 
so durable that water 
can just barely 
wear it out. 
(Great stuff for a perservering creek bed>' 
Chert is weird: 
He "has a cousin named Jasper 
and shares the vitreous nature of glass, 
Throw a fast Jail chunk 
at the nearest boulder 
and he shatters easily 
into sharp edged fragments 
almost arrow·heads , 
Instant tools: spears. scrapers, 
even fish·hooks for giant pleistocene catfish. 
Ancient fire lives in Chert 
can be conjured by quick 
combination of force & metal 
to leap out in sparks. 
(Handy, if you run out of Diamond Matches) . 
Blue. wh ite. grey, tan 
luminous waves of aeonic time 
flow thru Chert , 
:almed stratas of earth growth " 
Chert, like many s.tones. 
is known for his Patience 
and can teach that strong power 
to anyone who wilt sit quietly 
with him for hours 
and not ask fOolish questions like, 
" Howsitgoing, chert. baby?" 
"What time is it?" 
"aid you eat yet?" 
"Do you think the Cards will win the pennant?" 
"What will become of us all?" 
"00 you want a boyar a girl?" 
"Are you geffin any?" 
:hert usually lives with limestone 
and in collaboration with his landlord 
will hold up a plateau or a pasture 
or you as you walk across a hill of him. 
3y the way, if you don't want to bother with the-above recipe, 
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Miners Defeat Central Missouri State Behind 
Strong Running And Kicking Game 
by JERRY SMITH 
sports staff writer 
The Miners got off to a slow 
start again as they played the 
Central Mo . State Mules. It was 
their homecoming and they 
started the game fired up and ' 
ready to gi ve the Miners a 
,beating . Even though the Mules 
record before the game was 1-5 
overall and 0-2 in the conference 
they played a very tough game. 
CMS was first to score, with a 
40 yard field goal half way 
through the first quarter . The 
field goal came after 
Warrensburg failed to complete 
2 consecutive passes. The Mules 
were spurred .on by the effective 
rushing of Ricardo Patrick. 
Several times throughout the 
game the speedy Patrick would 
break loose for big yardage. On 
the kickoff following CMS's 
field goal Roger Vessell put the 
Miners in good field position 
with a fine return of 34 yards. 
The following play O'Dear kept 
the pressure on the Mules by 
connecting with Morse for a 17 
yard pass to put Rolla on 
Warrenburg's 48. Unfortunately 
though , CMS's defense proved 
to be very tough and held UMR 
for three plays . Then Rolla got 
their first break as they 
regained possession of the ball 
on a fumble. The Mules 
attempted a pass but the ball 
bounced off its intended 
receiver into the arms of Owens 
of UMR who returned it for 6 
yards. The very next play Rolla 
scored the first touchdown of 
the game on an outstanding 
pass play from O'Dear to 
Franklin for 43 yards. 
Rosenhauer completed the PAT 
to put UMR ahead 7-3. 
Following the kickoff Patrick 
of CMS broke loose again, this 
time for 54 yards to put the 
Mules within scoring range. 
Four plays later Warrensburg 
drove across for a touchdown 
and took back the lead. The 
Mules failed their extra point 
attempt _so the score was 7-9. 
The big run by Patrick and the 
following touchdown apparently 
gave CMS enough momentum 
to allow them to over run the 
Miners most of the 2nd quarter. 
The Mules defense was able to 
contain Rolla's offense on the 
series following their touch-
down. After gaining possession 
of the ball Warrensburg com-
pleted a 23 yard pass to put 
them on Rolla 's 15. Following a 
1 yard gain by Patrick, Hen-
ningson of CMS scored on a 14 
yard run . The Mules attempted 
a 2 point conversion but were 
halted by Rolla 's goal line 
defense. The Mules were 
leading 7-15. 
On the kickoff, Vessell of 
UMR ran the ball back for long 
yardage again, this time for 28 
yards. The Miners were able to 
move the ball across field with 
the fine running of Terry Ryan 
and Pete Franklin. Terry Ryan 
had another really outstanding 
game this week following last 
weeks L.U. game. This week 
Ryan ran for 136 yards and two 
touchdowns in 33 carries. Pete 
Franklin also played a very 
good game as he ran for 72 
yards and 1 touchdown in 17 
carries. Unfortunately though 
the Miners lost control of the 
ball on a fumble on Warren-
sburg 's 2l. Rolla's defense 
proved too tough for the Mules 
and UMR 'regained possession 
of the ball. The big play of the 
following offensive series was a 
21 yard p.ass play by O'Deere to 
Ryan . Along with several other 
gains by Ryan and Franklin the 
Miners managed to get to the 
Mules 8. This time it was 
Franklin who scored as he ran 
from 8 yards out. Rolla was now 
trailing 13-15 with just seconds 
left in the first half. UMR went 
for a 2 point conversion which 
proved to be successful as the 
Miners tied the score 15-15 with 
a short pass from Graham to 
Franklin on a fake PAT. 
The second half saw a much 
improved UMR team. 
Franklin's touchdown seemed 
to have taken the wind com-
pletely out of Warrensburg 's 
offense. CMS failed to score 
again the entire second half. 
UMR 's defense which had 
appeared somewhat in-
consistent during the first half, 
really tightened up and put the 
• pressure on CMS. The offensive 
[[ne continued to give O'Deere 
good protection throughout the 
entire game. 
The third quarter both teams 
were unable to put together a 
scoring drive. UMR could not 
obtain good field poSition and 
might have been in serious 
trouble if Fuqua had not come 
through. Fuqua punted two 
exceptional punts, one for 45 
yards and one for 41 yards. 
About the middle of the quarter 
Wolfe of UMR intercepted a 
pass which was his third of the 
season. 
the entire 4th quarter . The 
Miners were in control of the 
almost the whole quarter. Rolla 
was able to score a touchdown 
every time they gained 
possession of the ball. Ryan 
was in full swing as he gained 3 
successive first downs for the I 
Miners were able to avoid 
making any serious mistakes. 
Mter regaining the ball the 
Miner offense again trounced on 
the Mules . Ryan and Franklin 
were the major ball carriers . 
O'Dear also gained yardage of ' 
three yards out. Rosenhauer 
completed the extra point to 
make the final score 29-15. 
Rolla totally dominated CMS 
Miners on their first offensive I 
series of the quarter . Ryan 
went over from ~he 7 early in 
the quarter. Rosenha uer 
completed the extra point to put 
UMR ahead 22-15. The Mules 
>liere penalized 15 yards on the 
kickoff and another 5 on their 
third down which forced them to 
punt. CMS committed a number 
of costly errors especially 
during the fourth quarter. The 
It was released by the MlAA 
last week that Terry Ryan of 
UMR was chosen as the of-
fensi ve player ofthe week for his 
fine performance in the 
UMR-L.U. game. Ryan ran for 
151 yards and 2 touchdowns in 26 
carries to set the third highest 
rushing mark in Miner history. 
The Bob Harmon Forecast 
l-MICHIGAN 6-0HIO STATE 
2-NEBRASKA 7-GEORGIA 
3-U.C.LA. 8-S0UTHERN CAL 
4--PITTSBURGH S-NOTRE DAME 
5-0KLAHOMA 10-TEXAS TECH 
Saturday, Oct. 23-Major Colleges 
Air Force 17 The Citadel 15 
Akron 34 Ea stern Michigan 14 
Alabama 36 Loui sville 7 
Appalachian . 23 Ball state 22 
Arkansas Slate 27 McNeese 23 
Arkan sas 20 Houston 17 
Boston College 29 Arm y 10 
Bowli ng Green 21 Miami, Oh io 9 
Brigham Young 38 Utah State 13 
Brown 20 Holy Cross 7 
Colgate 21 Lafayette 12 
Colorado State 27 UTEP 7 
OarlrrlOuth 23 Corne ll 10 
De/aware 26 V.M.1. 7 
East Carolina 20 North Carolina 14 
Florida State 24 Auburn 22 
Fl orida 27 Tennessee 20 
Georgia Tech 22 Tu lane 20 
Georgia 25 Kentucky 1"0 
Hampden-Sydney 15 Davidson 14 
Harvard 24 Princeton 7 
Illinois 23 Michigan State 21 
Indiana State 23 Illinoi s State 14 
Iowa State 24 Colorado 23 
Kansas 31 Kansas State 10 
Long Beach state 31 Lamar 6 
Loui siana Tech 27 NW Lou isian a 17 
Maryland 21 Duke 17 
Memphis state 35 Wichita 10 
Miami, Fla. 27 T.C .U. 6 
M ic hi ga n 41 Indiana 7 
Minnesota 24 Iowa 17 
M ississi ppi State 33 Sou thern Mississippi 13 
Mississippi 27 Vanderb ilt 8 
Nebra ska 28 M issouri 13 
New Mexico 16 Arizo na State 10 
North Carolina State 21 Clemson 14 
North Texas 28 New Mexico State 6 
Northern Michigan 28 Central Michigan 16 
Notre Dame 21 Sou th Ca rolina 10 
Ohio State 30 Purdue 10 
Ohio U 21 William & Mary 20 
Oklahoma 20 Oklahoma State 10 
Penn State 20 West Virginia 13 
Pittsburgh 31 Navy 7 
Ri chm ond 17 Furm an 6 
Rutgers 33 Columbia 6 
San Diego State 30 Fullerton 13 
San Jose State 28 Fresno State 8 
SE Louisiana 24 NE Louisia na 21 
southern Cal 38 Oregon Sta te 7 
Southern Illinoi s 23 Northern Illinois 16 
SW Louisiana 22 Paci f ic 13 
Sta nfo rd 28 Washington State 24 
Syracuse 24 Temple 20 
Texas A&M 30 Ri ce 7 
Texas Tec h 21 Arizona 13 
Texas 35 S.M.U . 13 
Toledo 21 Dayton 19 
UCLA 35 Californ ia 14 
Villanova 27 You ngstow n 14 
V.P.I. 14 Ken t State 10 
Wake Fores t 24 Vi rginia 8 
Wa shington 24 Orego n 10 
Wes t Texas 22 Drake 15 
Western Michi gan 21 Marshall 7 
Wisconsi n 28 Northwes tern 12 
Wyom i ng 33 Utah 14 
Yale 29 Pe nn sy lvania 8 
Other Games-East 
Alfred 24 Cortland 16 
Amer ican Int ' l 24 Springfi e ld 12 
Amh erst 25 Wesleyan 20 
Ashl and 23 Sl ippery Roc~ 17 
Bates 18 Worceste r Tec h 7 
Bucknell 23 Gettysburg 6 
C W Post 24 I t haca 17 
Centra l Connec ti cut 25 Glassboro 7 
Cl arion 22 India na U 20 
East Stroudsburg 30 
Hi ram 14 
M ille rsvill e 12 
Wash ' ton & Jeff 'so n 7 
Hofstra 17 Seton Hall 16 
Jun iata 26 Upsa la 6 
Leh igh 26 
Massac husetts 27 
Mai ne 21 
Connecticut 10 
Middleb ury 23 Bowdoin 7 
Muhl enbe rg 20 Dickinson 19 
New Hampsh ire 28 Northeastern 13 
Norwic h 21 Albany State 20 
Rhode Island 26 Boston U 14 
Rochester 22 Wash ington, Mo. 7 
St. Lawrence 27 Hamilton 12 
Shippensburg 25 
Susquehanna 17 
California State 6 











..... Trenton 30 Jersey City 0 
Trinity 35 Colby 6 
West Chester 24 Kutztown 14 
Wi dene r 23 Franklin & Marshall 20 
Wil liams 20 Tufts 14 
Other Games-Midwest 
Baldwin·Wallace 30 Ohio Wesleyan ' 6 
Bethel , Minn. 27 Westmar 0 
Ce ntral Methodist 21 William Jewe ll 13 
Central State, Ohio 22 Eastern Il linois 21 
DePauw 2:4 Indiana Central 23 
E. Ce ntral Dkla . 21 SW Dklahoma 14 
Eastern New Mexico 23 Central Oklahoma 16 
Evansville 27 Valparaiso 24 
Franklin 23 Butl er 20 
Grand Valley 26 H illsdale 24 
Hanover 34 Bluffton 0 
Missouri Southern 24 Washburn 13 
Missouri Valley 40 Baker 6 
Missou ri Western 27 Emporia State 15 
Morris 22 St. Cloud 17 
Mu skingum 28 Heidelbe rg 7 
Nebraska Wesleyan 29 Dana 6 
North Dakota State 23 North Dakota 22 
NW Missouri 20 Central Missouri 17 
Northwood 24 Ferr is 20 
Ohi o Northern 27 Capital 23 
Rolla 20 SW Missouri 16 
St. Johns 54 Macalester 0 
SE Dklahoma 26 NW Dklahoma 13 
Sterl i ng 17 Fr iends 13 
Stevens Point 24 Stout 12 
Tarkio 23 Iowa Wesleyan 6 
Tay lor 17 Wilmington 12 
Way ne, Mich. 27 Saginaw Valley 16 
Weste rn Ill inois 23 Omaha 10 
Wheaton 26 Mi llik in 17 
Wittenbe rg 25 Wooster 6 
Other Games-South and Southwest 
Arkansas Tech 21 Monticello 20 
Central Arkansas 21 Ouachita 7 
Concord 14 Fai rmont 9 
East Tennessee 21 Murray 17 
Eastern Kentucky 20 Western Kentucky 10 
Elon 27 Ca tawba 20 
Emory & Henry 29 Bridgewater 13 
Gardner-Webb 24 Carson-Newman 23 
Georgetown 22 Mil lsaps 21 
Grambl ing 23 Jackson State 17 
Gui lford 23 Rand olph·Macon 8 
Henderson 22 Southern State 10 
Howard Payne 21 Tarleton 19 
Lenoir-Rhyne 24 Mars H i ll 15 
Livingston 27 Al bany State 10 
Marti n 24 Delta State 21 
Mississippi College 26 Harding 20 
Nicholls 17 Austin Peay 14 
Savan nah State 30 Clark 13 
Sewa nee 20 Wash i ngton & Lee 13 
Sou th Carolina Sta te 24 Newberry 6 
SW Texas 23 Sam Houston 14 
Southwestern, Tenn . 19 Centre 12 
Tennessee Tech 34 Morehead 6 
Texas A&I 42 Ange lo State 13 
Texas Lutheran 33 McMurry 0 
Texa s Southern 25 Mi ss issippi Va ll ey 21 
Troy 23 North Alabama 21 
Virg inia Un ion 22 Norfo lk 20 
Waynesburg 19 Wes t Va . Wesleyan 14 
Wes t Li be rty 23 Glenville 16 
Wes tern Caro l i na 24 Wofford 7 
Winston· Sa lem 26 Elizabeth City 8 
Other Games-Far West 
Adam s State 23 
Boise State 28 
Cal Poly (S.L.D.) 22 
Colorado College 35 
Colorado Wes tern 32 
Davis 28 
Fort Lewis 27 
LaVerne 13 
Los An geles 20 
Montana 23 
Neva da (Las Vegas) 19 
Northridge 27 
Pac if ic Lutheran 26 
Port land State 33 
Puget Sound 28 
San Francisco Sta te 17 
Simon Fraser 26 
Southern Oregon 28 
Western Washington 17 
Whitwor th 24 
Colorado Mi nes 13 
Nevada (Reno) 17 
Cal Poly (Pomona) 10 
Bethany, Kan . 6 
Weste rn New Mex ico 0 
Sacramento 6 
Mesa 19 
Whitti er 10 
Ca l Lu the ran 16 
Northern Col orado 22 
Northern Arizona 17 
Santa Clara 17 
Paci fic 6 
Hum boldt 7 
Chi co State 10 
Haywa rd 13 
Eastern Oregon 7 
Centra l Wash i ngton 12 
Eastern Washi ngton 10 
Lewis & Clark 14 




By CAROL RUSSELL 
Sports Staff Writer 
"Hot and cold" seems to be 
not only a description of 
Missouri weather, but Miner 
teams too . The women's 
volleyball team definitely 
exhibited that characteristic at 
Saturday 's tournament. What 
sbould have been four victories 
for the home team dwindled to a 
. disappointing 2-2 split, as the 
UMR squad triumphed over 
Lincoln and William Woods and 
dropped matches against 
Stephens and Washington_ U. 
Scores were : UMR vs Lincoln, 
15-4 and 15-2; UMR vs. William 
Woods, 15-13 and 15-13 ; UMR 
vs. Wash. U., 9-15 and 10-15; 
UMR vs . Stephens, 7-15 and 2-
15. The Miners' record now 
stands at 11-4 overall and 6-3 in 
district play . 
It 's tempting to fall back on 
old cliches about wills and 
ways, but any athlete knows 
how vital attitude is to suc-
cessful competition. The adage 
about 20 per cent skill and 80 per 
cent enthusiasm may bear 
some truth. As the Miner 
volleyballers ' play oscillated 
from good to bad Saturday, so , 
seemingly, did their spirit. 
Several spectatorS noted that 
skill levels on all teams were 
comparable; the factor that 
tipped the balance to victory 
was the intangible element of 
momentum, . or desire, or 
whatever you'name it. Who ever 
wanted to win the most, and 
believed they could, did. 
Now admittedly that is an 
oversimplication. But what 
athlete doesn ' t talk a bout 
getting "psyched up?" Who 
hasn't experienced that extra 
adrenal in surge, or unexpected 
strength, that seems to come 
not from body but from mind? 
The most perplexing question , 
of course, is where, oh where, 
does it come from? Could it be 
bottled, the entrepreneur would 
shortly become a millionaire. 
Maybe we are too unique, too 
diverse, for a generalized an-
swer . But what coach - or 
leader or teacher or friend -
wouldn't give a whole shirt in 
exchange for a pocketful of 
motivation ? Ah well, such 
philosophical rambling is not 
intended as a formula for 
success for the volleyball 
team , or -anyone else for that 
matter. I would be interested to 
know though , what makes you, 
as an athlete, want to win. 
Anyone with an answer is 
guaranteed an audience -
leave me a note in the Miner 
mailbox. 
A quick intramural sum-
mary: Debbie Gower of A WS 
survived two long , close sets 
against Paula Flint of ZTA to 
take first in tennis singles . 
Scores of the two pro sets were 
10-8 and 9-7 . The KD doubles 
team of Viessman and 
Richardson took it to the wire 
before losing to ASWS Knapp-
Hill duo, 8~ and 8-3. 
Swimming competition 
finished with KD topping the 
Crescents by one point. The 
next three places, separated by 
a total of six points, went to T J, 
KA (Daughters of Lee) , and 
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AWS, with ZTA and Wesley 
rounding out the field. The 
women 's particip(ltion and 
competiton was outstanding, for 
surpassing any previous year. 
Congrats to all who swam. 
Also thanks to the Miners who 
have supported the volleyball 
team so well . Your next chance 
to see them in action here will 
be against Evangel - Oct. 28 -
7:00 p.m. Between now and 
then, they'll have a chance for 
revenge against Wash U. in a 
tournament at Fayette . this 
Saturday, and they must face : 
, 
-Stephens on their home floor in 
Columbia next Tuesday night. 
Wish them well - they've got 
what it takes, and oh, how sweet 
it would be to beat Stephens . 
Two Miner front row players go up to block a spike in last Saturday's tournament held 
at the Multi-purpose Building. The Miners come away with a 2-2 split. (photo by Bur-
ford) 
YOU ARE INVITED 
TO A 
• 
SPONSORED BY THE 
UMR EATING CLUBS 
TECH-ENGINE AND CAMPUS CLUBS WILL CO-SPONSOR A HOMECOMING 
DISCOTHEQUE AND TEA ON 
FRIDAY~ OCTOBER 22, 1976 
STARTING AT: 8:00 PM ENDING AT: WHO KNOWS WHEN? -
COST: . $200 STAG OR DRAG 
(MEMBERS AND DATES FREE) 
COME TO: TECH· ENGINE CLUB 
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T.J.H.A. Splashes To Victory 
by BRIAN EDWARDS 
sports staff writer 
Tennis and swimming finals 
were held last week. Both sports 
are classified as minor sports, 
which are based upon a 90 point 
system . For example; the first 
place team receives 90 points, 
the second place team receives 
87 points , and so on down the 
line. The final order of finish 
and point assessment was not 
available this week but will be 
printed in next week's paper. 
However, the winners are given 
below. 
Tennis action was completed 
last week as MRHA came out on 
top. MRHA finished first in 
singles and third in doubles for 
WHY NOT TRY 
THE 
MISSOURI ROOM 
UNIVERSITY CENTER'S BEST 
Good Prices, Good Food, Good Service, 
Good Atmosphere , Convenient 
Location, Campus Fellowship. 
Tables May Be Reserved In Advance 
for Organizational or Departmental 
Groups. Call: 341-4295 
Location: Second Floor, University 
Center East 
Departmental Charge Accounts Welcome 
Open Daily Monday-Friday 
an average finish of 2. In second 
place is TKE, whose final 
1'verage was 2.5. And in third 
place is Sig Tau with a first 
place victory in the doubles 
competition and sixth in singles 
for a 3.5 final average. 
T. J . splashed their way to 
first place in swimming last 
week as they won their second 
minor sport of the year . In 
second place was Sig Ep. 
In league I, Sig Ep assured a 
playoff spot as they outlasted 
Pikers for a 28-21 victory. Beta 
Sig remained tied with Sig Ep 
as they shutout Pi Kappa Phi 
28-0. Beta Sig and Sig Ep are 
both undefeated as they meet 
Monday night to determine first 
place. 
In a battle for first place in 
League II, it was TKE defeating 
Phi Kappa Theta 21-12 . . Both 
TKE aod Phi Kappa Theta have 
qualified for the playoffs. Focus 
edged G.D.I. 14-13 to eliminate 
G.D.I. from playoff contention. 
Powerful Tech Eng won once 
again last week as they 
demolished Kappa Sig 36-8 to 
move Kappa Sig back into 3rd 
place. Tech Eng meets KA 
Monday to determine first place 
and second place in league III . 
In league IV action last week, 
T. J . out muscled MRHA 20-6 
and Gambda Chi blanked Theta 
Xi 13-0. The two league teams in 
the playoffs are Sig Nu and Sig 
Tau . 
5PM TO CLOSE THURSDAY· FRIDAY· SATURDAY 





with stockade toast and 
french fries or baked potato r--------, 
: 2.79 ! 
I with this COUDon I 
L. Expires 10-24-76 ....I 
--------
#'i1Rt.&IN" ~ ~eeJCA&1. 
The GREAT Steakhouse 





Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Sigma Nu 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Phi Kappa Theta 
Kappa Sigma 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
Kappa Alpha 





Delta Sigma Phi 
Acacia 
Campus Club 
Delta Tau Delta 







Alpha Phi Alpha 
Pi Kappa Phi 
BSU 
COME IN OUT 
OF THE C-OLD. 
Kenmark's has nylon 
windbreakers, un-lined, pile 
or flannel lined, in a good 
color and size selection. 
WHAT A WAY-TO 
WARM UP! 
Xenmark Sporting Goods 
904 Pine St:eet Rolla, Missouri 65401 
364-3603 
DONIS TRADERS DEN 
PAWN IT FOR INSTANT CASH! 
The best in new and used musical 
instruments. 
Buy-Sell-Trade Come on in 
Mon.-Fri. 10:00-5:30 _ 
110 W. 8th St. Rolla, Mo. 
HAVE A GOOD 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND! 
CHECK OUT OUR 
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There's just one word for 
UMR, its students and its 
Alumni ... GREAT! 
There's just one word for beer. 
Broyles Distributing 
Have a good Homecoming! 
